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• WEBSITE: The‐Protect‐America‐Project.org

1. My Vision. What is your vision for Kentucky?
How will the lives of Kentuckians improve as a
result of your time in office?

I will work to correct improper policies and laws that are oppressing Kentuckians. As a
U.S. Representative, my current work will have a national platform for:
1. SECURE VOTING: KY Const. §148 require “neighborhood precinct officers” to count votes (Pg. 6);
2. HIGH TAXES: Reduce by stopping 3 antitrust violations causing the $transfer‐of‐wealth to
Wall Street corporations (Pgs. 4, 5, & 9, see lawsuits & Taxpayers’ Balance Sheet on website);
3. HIGH RENT & HOME PRICES – Caused by speculators in real estate markets due to Fed.
Reserve/Wall Street antitrust violations (replace Fed. w/ Office of Commercial Contracts);
4. FIX U.S. POSTAL SERVICE by ending Fed antitrust violations (Pg. 6, see lawsuits);
5. NO FEE PUBLIC CHILDCARE: Without raising taxes, reduce hunger & poverty and
open‐up the workforce for small businesses. Parents will no longer pay for childcare (Pg. 3);
6. REDUCE CRIME, ETC. by promoting fatherhood and Constitution's "no attainder clauses"
that will connect inmates to families, communities, and their responsibilities (Pg. 4);
7. END THE BORDER CRISIS with "transactional migration” for U.S. employers (Pgs. 3 &
5; see my book on website);
8. HEALTHCARE FOR ALL: "Universal Equity‐based Healthcare" is low cost coverage for
everyone (including the homeless) through "cost sharing" between ratepayer’s escrow account, the
insurance company, and Gov'mt's "Medicare Trust Fund." Download free book on website (Pg. 2);
9. CLIMATE CHANGE: Carbon Circulatory Redirection Program (CCRP) will reduce
global warming & water pollution. Must abolish the Federal Reserve to implement CCRP (Pg. 4);
10. PARENTALSCHOOL STAFF PARTNERSHIPS IN SCHOOLS: Proven to fix schools. Parents &
grandparents as aides to teachers. Improves mental health of students, diminishes bullying, provides
on‐site mentorship, higher security, Etc. Would have prevented the Uvalde massacre, Etc (Pg. 2);
11. OUTLAW ROBO SALES CALLS to stop harassing households;
12. CREATE OFFICE OF INFRASTRUCTURE within U.S. Dept of Transportation to
replace wasteful block grants. Via their States, cities will submit actual projects (w/ balance
sheets) to Office of Infrastructure. Provides short & long term planning for communities;
13. TRANSPARENT CREDIT REPORTING: Must submit updated info to account holders;
14. ABORTION: 5‐step “Critical Counseling Care,” a practical solution to saving babies (Pg. 7).
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2. Student Debt • Paid Family Leave
• $15 Minimum Wage • Child tax credit
A. Forgive student loan debt for all Americans?
I will meet the students half way. -- Gov'mt "giveaways" impose tax burdens on
working families and small businesses. The student debt crisis was caused by President
Obama requiring Gov'mt to issue all student loans that removed the competitive
marketplace. Obama then imposed the unlawful 6% interest on loans for Gov’mt to profit
from students. I would support "forgiving the interest" on all loans, and forgiving 20% of
all loans due to the negligence of Gov'mt of which otherwise this crisis would not have
occurred. Return to marketplace lenders of which Gov'mt guarantees loans with a limit of
3% interest.
B. Provide four weeks of paid family leave so people can care for themselves, a
new child, or a close family member without losing income?
I support 12-weeks paid family leave similar to Sen. Gillibrand and more closely to
an escrow-based system (similar to equity-based healthcare that works like whole life
insurance). The employee options to pay premiums into escrow with matching employer
contributions into "family leave insurance." The insurance company manages the escrow
and insures/covers the leave for a "$finite coverage amount" up to 12 weeks. Over
time, if the leave is not utilized, then the premiums may be refunded to the employee &
employer. Such as whole life insurance, the insurance company must pay dividends into
the escrow for investing the $premiums.
C. Raise the federal minimum wage to $15 / hour?
The competitive job market is already exceeding the $15 threshold. If we stop the
$transfer-of-wealth to Wall Street corporations (see lawsuit) and provide no fee public
childcare, then everyone will be taken care of. To impose a blanket $15 an hour will hurt
fledgling small businesses that cannot afford it.
D. Extend the refundable Child Tax Credit that was given and then taken away
by Congress in 2021?
The tax credit pays people to stay home that worsens the already worker
shortage. This funding is better spent on no fee public childcare while keeping other
safety-net programs (see The-Protect-America-Project.org).

3. Healthcare for all. Do you support Medicare for All?
Please explain. What actions are needed to make sure every
Kentuckian has quality, affordable healthcare?
No. Gov'mt spends over $1.2 trillion annually on Medicare and Medicaid.
Medicare-for-all will cost over $3 trillion annually as an extraordinary tax burden on
households. Instead, I propose Universal Equity-based Healthcare (EBH) that covers
everyone of which Gov'mt would payout $200 - $400 billion annually, requiring REAL
REDUCTIONS in taxes. EBH is “cost sharing” between the 1) ratepayer escrow account,
2) insurance company coverage, and 3) Gov'mt's Medicare Trust Fund.
This 3-tier payout on medical claims allow low enough $premiums to cover the
homeless. Yet it's marketplace competition ensures high quality care. Cost sharing is
"organic healthcare" of how healthcare is supposed to work. For a limited time, download
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my EBH book for free at the website; Gov’mt is preventing normal distribution of the book
to prevent taxpayers from learning about this real solution to healthcare.

• No Fee Public Childcare in Schools
Parents will no longer pay for childcare.
No Fee Public Childcare (NFPC) in schools for Kentucky can operate
without raising taxes. I will provide a plan for Jefferson County to begin childcare
relief. To protect the babies (5 years & under), NFPC will require some basic
restructuring of school districts, including:
1) Ending school busing to return to neighborhood schools so parents may be
closer to their kids (busing to “nearest schools” may still be needed);
2) With the Parental-School Staff Partnership, paid & volunteer parents serve as
aides to teachers & school staffs (no armed guards in schools);
3) Supporting teachers will require equal funding for each student;
4) End liberal policies of “not disciplining kids” and "suspensions without
parental involvement.” Instead, with the Parental-School Staff Partnership, parents must
"reconcile" with their children as a condition to return to school;
5) Current daycare centers will become "contractors” of the State. The State will
pay daycare owners “at least” a base salary according to their daycare tax returns;
6) Dedicate KET-KY TV Network to training on new “KY Dept. of Public Childcare”
including department programs and techniques on childcare & child instruction.
7) The salaries of daycare employees will merge match the salaries of school
district employees. See more details in The Louisville Underground on website.
8) End the conflict-of-interest of legislators & officials owning daycare centers.

4. Immigration. Do you support comprehensive immigration
reform with a pathway to citizenship? What are your plans to
welcome immigrants and refugees and expand support and
resources for people, whether they are documented or not?
No. We can resolve the border crises with "transactional migration" (TM) for U.S.
employers. See my free TM book on the website for a limited time. TM employs people
from foreign "home nations" (Central & South America, Etc.) for U.S. employers.
With TM, the "chosen breadwinner" from a home nation family works for a U.S.
employer for 6-month rotations and returns home for 6 months by continuously swapping
with another migrant TM worker for 6 months. The family remains in its home nation.
Each TM worker pays a 25% employment tax from his or her wages, of which 10% goes
to [his] "home nation gov'mt" of citizenship, and 5% each to U.S. federal, State, and city
gov'mts [of employment]. In addition, the TM worker must send / wire 25% of [his]
pay to his family every payday.
Thus, TM eliminates the taxes for U.S. "sanctuary cities" and welfare for migrants.
We then divert those taxes to U.S. education, infrastructure, other critical needs, and
even reduce taxes. See the "19 Benefits of Transactional Migration" in my book. -- TM
dollars in home nations will be critical for helping to rebuild fledgling Central American
economies and reducing poverty, etc.
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Transactional migration gives everyone a “stake in society.” Otherwise we cannot
be successful in stopping climate change and pollution.

5. Climate Change. Is dealing with the climate crisis a high
priority for you? What are 13 specific climate policies you
support, and why?
Yes, but leaders are improperly prioritizing solar, wind, and electric cars for
corporations without considering lithium battery production polluting the water, dubbed
the "green economy." Due to water pollution, converting the whole world to batteries is
not the answer. As introduced on the website, I propose the "Carbon Circulatory
Redirection Program" (CCRP) to parallel the green economy. CCRP currently lists 44
practical ways for redirecting carbon emissions into the Earth. Here are three ways:
A. The "Global Packaging Redemption Program" (GPRP), an infrastructure of
returning all product packaging to manufacturers for re-use. All packaging materials
would have a UPC barcode similar to the UPC for pricing retail goods. The consumer
pays packaging costs with every retail purchase that is refunded when returned to the
retailer or "Packaging Redemption Centers” (PRCs).
B. The "Global Composting Program" (GCP), an infrastructure where everyone
composts his or her food waste for fertilizing local agriculture that replaces much of rural
agriculture. Many farmers would move to cities for this work. See More . . . on page 5.
C. The “Agricultural Greenhouse Program" (AGP) constructs large greenhouses
to enclose industrial smoke stacks, etc., for absorption of emissions into the greenhouse
agriculture. The roofs of these enclosures would open during rainfalls.
In the coming months, I will be releasing a summary of all 40+ programs. HOWEVER,
to fund CCRP (and all other infrastructure), we must stop the antitrust violations (causing the
$transfer-of-wealth) so "free enterprise capital" can once again flow into communities and for
proper application of the tax base that will no longer go towards the debt caused by these
violations (see lawsuits & critical Taxpayers’ Balance Sheet on the website).

6. Racial Justice & Crime. What role should Congress play in
advancing racial justice for Black and Indigenous peoples and opposing
white supremacy? Please identify at least two policy initiatives
you would propose while in office to address systemic racism.
The American court system is the biggest roadblock to justice for racial
minorities. If operated properly per the Constitution, minorities can then hold racists
accountable in civil and criminal claims for justice.
A. As introduced in above Answer to Question 1, I would push courts to enforce
the no attainder clauses in Article One, Sections 9 & 10 of the U.S. Constitution that
bar taking away the rights of felony inmates. These clauses are consistent with the
Constitution's preamble re: our inalienable rights, and IT'S THE LAW. Enforcement
would keep inmates connected to their families, communities, and responsibilities as
"real prison rehabilitation." Inmates have the right to vote, to privacy, to conjugal visits
with their families, etc., to keep them as "whole human beings." Then, employers will
readily accept them into the workplace.
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B. Enforce the "common law" mandate for civil lawsuits under the 7th
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. The courts' denial of the 7th Amendment is why
lawsuits are unlawfully denied by lower courts and linger for years under appeal. The
Founding Fathers instituted common law rules to ensure cases are resolved quickly and
truthfully. For example, common law requires the court to "promptly" rule in the Plaintiff's
favor when the Defendant does not Answer the Complaint. Another example is the Court
must uphold unchallenged Affidavits as truthful in the Affiant's favor. We must revise
"Rules of Civil Procedures" to explicitly include the Constitutional mandates of common
law. In this way, racial minorities can effectively hold racists accountable. -- In addition,
posting all criminal and civil Complaints online would deter court corruption.

7. Mass Incarcerations. If elected, what will you do to end
mass incarcerations and invest resources to improve the well
being of communities most affected? (Context: Kentucky has the
sixth highest incarceration rate in the nation, higher than any
country in the world outside of the U.S.  Mass incarceration has a
disproportionate impact on Black and Brown Kentuckians and
lowincome folks due to practices that make it more likely for
people of color to be searched, arrested, detained, charged,
convicted, and harshly sentenced.)
PLEASE REFER TO MY ANSWERS IN QUESTIONS 1 & 6.

• More on the Carbon Circulatory Redirection
Program (CCRP) for Climate Change
In reference to Answers in Questions 1 & 5. The 44 subprograms of CCRP will
require new industries to replace some current industries. Such as . . . we must replace
"single-use plastics" with durable re-usable plastics. The U.S. must get serious about the
"global tree canopy" and not just rely on the South American Amazon forests. We
already have ample space for expanding the tree canopy and agriculture in cities (where
they are needed) by building upward, above our concrete roadways.
For example, Louisville planners want to widen the Interstate-64 corridor that
would destroy much of the tree canopy. Instead, we can build above I-64 (such as the
Sherman Minton Bridge). But again, we can only successfully implement CCRP, that
would create millions of jobs, by ending the antitrust violations causing the $transfer-ofwealth to Wall Street corporations to restore the U.S. tax base (and would fix the U.S.
Postal Service – see page 6). Gov'mt & corporate leaders must "mature as human
beings" to once again allow the free enterprise of ideas. (See fed. lawsuits on website.)
Transactional migration (above Question 4) is a way to bring-in all the workers we
need while building the economies of third world nations. Look for my summary of
the 44 CCRP subprograms that show the many advantages of building above our
roadways. These costs are offset by above-the-road enterprises such as greenhouse
agriculture, mass transit, tax revenues, etc.
NOT ONLY CAN WE DO IT, BUT WE MUST DO IT to save our planet.
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8. Voting Rights. How would you strive to grow our democracy
and give more people access to voting and having their voices
heard? For example, do you support restoring voting rights to
Kentuckians with felonies in their past? Do you support the
Freedom to Vote: John R. Lewis Act?
Please refer to my Answers in Questions 1 & Part A in 6.
In addition, we do not need federal weigh-in on voting rights, including the Lewis
Act, except to enforce the integrity of traditional neighborhood voting precincts. Both
leaderships of the Republican and Democrat parties are pushing Americans towards
"mail-in voting" and "electronic voting machines" because they cannot control or break
the decentralized security of neighborhood precincts. Since the 1800s, neighborhood
precincts have ingeniously protected the U.S. political system from Communism.
My December 29, 2021 Criminal Complaint (see on website) seeks the
prosecution and removal of KY Secretary of State Michael Adams and other
officials for voter fraud, conspiracy, etc, for violating §148 of the Kentucky
Constitution. §148 require precinct officers to reside in their precincts. This prevents the
conflict-of-interest of county & State officers wanting to control the vote counts.
In the 2022 Primary elections, County Clerk Bobbie Holsclaw and Secretary
Adams committed election fraud again to disenfranchise voters. §148 neighborhood
precincts are the fastest, most accurate, secure, least expensive, and most
convenient in getting the vote-count results to officials on Election Day.
I also support eliminating the KY Board of Elections that promotes the two
major parties but not voting security (see Criminal Complaint & lawsuit on website). The
Board, in fact, complicates voting in Kentucky as a waste of tax dollars. Voting security is
the constitutional mandate (responsibility) of the Secretary of State.

9. Protecting LGBTQ People. What steps will you take to
protect young LGBTQ people from abuse and discrimination
and to end violence against LGBTQ people, particularly trans
women of color?
Our State and federal constitutions do not judge the lifestyles of LGBTQ people.
And wherefore, they are so protected. Thus, I will work to prosecute, criminally and
civilly, any persons who violate the rights of LGBTQ people.

•Fixing the U.S. Postal Service
Stopping the three antitrust violations (above Questions 1, 5, and 7, see lawsuit on
website) will restore the U.S. tax base to repeal (terminate) the unconstitutional 2006
Postal Accountability & Enhancement Act (PAEA). In turn, this will return financial
health to the U.S. Postal Service (U.S.P.S.). PAEA was passed to raise postal prices to pay
for the pensions and healthcare for postal workers. Prior to 2006, these funds were taken
from the healthy U.S. tax base. No problem. However, since 1999, intrusion of the antitrust
violations has diminished the tax base (see Taxpayers Balance Sheet on website).
But PAEA, too, is not working. The Postal Commission regularly raises prices on
stamps & services, scales back services, while reporting losses in the $billions every
quarter. At this pace, eventually a first-class stamp for a 1oz. letter, currently at .58¢,
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will cost $1.00. But restoring the tax base by stopping the antitrust violations will remove
the pension & healthcare overhead expenses from the postage we pay. In turn, postage
prices must return / decrease to the normal pricing structure of pre-2006 while
normalizing the traditional postal services (such as one-day local mail, etc.). The
$transfer-of-wealth is creating the many crises that we face today. Reversing the
antitrust violations will return balance to the U.S. / global economy.

10. Abortion. What actions are you prepared to take
to protect reproductive freedom for people who live in
Kentucky and other states with laws restricting access to
abortion care?
I support CRITICAL COUNSELING CARE. Personally, and as a conservative, I
do not support abortions. Every unborn child has THE RIGHT to be born. However, to
bar abortions is unrealistic since women, as prior to Roe vs. Wade, will go underground
to have abortions. This condition creates unsafe health environments that spill over
into public health crises, most especially for low-income populations. And wherefore, I
believe the "happy median" for abortion is to require the 5-step program of "Critical
Counseling Care" (CCC) for pregnant women prior to scheduling the abortion.
CCC would:
1) Require the abortion no later than the 1st trimester (for time to decide);
2) Require the mother to inform the biological father, in writing, of her intent to
abort the child;
3) Require the mother view the ultrasound of the fetus;
4) Allow the expertise of pro-life advocacy to counsel the mother on the
consequences of aborting the child;
5) Allow pro-life advocacy to offer adoption arrangements for the child for the
mother carrying the child full term.
Requirements 2 thru 5 are necessary for the possibility that the mother will
decide to “not abort the child.” For studies show that many women, of course, later regret
their decisions to abort.
CCC is not the perfect solution but aligns with abortion law in Europe. It meets
the practicality that a) we cannot stop abortions, b) will save many babies, and
c) humanizes the abortion process.
Upon abortions being legal, pro-life elected authorities must provide safe
facilities for abortion procedures to occur. This is required under common law including
the taxes that people pay to uphold the law. (See more at The-Protect-AmericaProject.org. Donate to: Daniel Cobble for Congress, 220 Casa Bella Ct., Louisville, KY
40220 – danielcobble6@gmail.com - 502-290-2852)
-------------------------------- End of KFTC Survey --------------------------------

HELP TO PROTECT OUR CHILDREN by supporting these issues.
1) Copy the page that introduces the issue that you agree with, 2) Write on
top of the page, “I support this issue” & sign your name, and
3) Mail to your elected officials.
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– Feb. 9, 2022
- Action for “Consent Decree” to Correct the 3 Antitrust Violations –
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Federal Case 3:20-cv-298. The $transfer-of-wealth through the violations below

causes ever higher debt & social deterioration that threatens economic depression 1:
Reinstate provisions of the Glass Steagall Act of 1933 that was repealed

1)

/ terminated in 1999 by Pres. Clinton & the Republican Congress. Since 1933, Glass Steagall
had prevented derivative and hedge fund traders, etc. from placing bank accounts & other
consumer accounts at risk. The court reinstating provisions of Glass-Steagall will “once
again” allow people to safely deposit their monies into banks and other institutions, and for
reasonable rates-of-returns on $interest rates. By restoring the safety of foreign & domestic
$deposits, the economy energizes with minimal debt to banks that are protected from the
“receiverships” (run on banks) leading to the 1930s Great Depression.
2)

Reinstate the competitively higher prime interest rate (proposed at

4.75%). Consumers and small business loans will then once again become attractive to banks.
The too low Fed (Federal Reserve) prime rate, today at 0.25%, reduces economic activity
and tax revenues because it chases dollars away from U.S. communities in search of higher
$returns. And it discourages banks from lending to “retail consumers & small businesses” to,
instead, earn more from larger “corporate loans.” Even though [loan] capital to consumers &
small businesses is the primary engine of the economy. These two conditions require evermore borrowing from the Fed, and thus higher taxes & fees to make-up the economic losses. 2
3)

Stop the illegal Fed loans to investment bankers (Merrill Lynch,

Berkshire Hathaway, Etc.). On May 2, 2008, then Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke
announced that “investment bankers” can now borrow directly from the Fed (today at 0.25%)
in violation of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 (FRA), Section 13, clause 2. Every year,
this practice removes $trillions from “commercial sector circulation” for direct, illegal entry
to the “financial sector” (Wall Street corporations) that prevents “dollar monetization.” To
make-up for these economic losses / transfer of dollars, similar to “too low interest rates,” we
borrow more from the Fed that then forces constant tax & fee hikes and cutbacks on vital
programs. This practice, too, has diminished the U.S. tax base leading to economic collapse. 3
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

A. Reversing the $transfer-of-wealth will immediately begin to restore the “organic” U.S. tax base of 1999
at the federal, State, & local levels that minimized borrowing from the Fed. These corrections are needed to
restore funding to housing, education, national defense, the U.S. Postal Service, infrastructure (inclu. street
repaving), climate change, etc. B. Americans should demand Offices of Infrastructure at all three levels
of Gov’mt to ensure their tax dollars follow the actual projects for maintenance and new construction projects.
C. The Infrastructure bullshit from Congress. Simply put, we cannot borrow enough for
infrastructure because it costs too many $trillions to catch-up. Funding must come from the “strong dollar” of
1999 that produced tax surpluses (and won the Cold War against Russia, and needed for China today).

2

!! Home prices.!The higher competitive rate will chase away “speculation investors” from housing,
resulting in lower prices for family homebuyers. This same condition will reduce apartment rents, too.!

3

“Monetization” is increases in the value of dollars as they exchange hands in the commercial sector.
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Petition-letter to Remove President Joe Biden
Today’s Date _______________________

YES, !"#$%"&'()*+,-'(",.-,"/0*-1')"1+"-"
2-34*"544("+&6671)*",4",.)"84*7(9":),"President
Biden"-'(",.)"5-*;7)5,"6)467)"1'"#<=$".->)"?))'"
+748",4"6*4,)@,"/0*-1')9"#48"8)"-*)"5-@1'A"84*7("
544("+.4*,-A)+"81,.",.)"()71?)*-,)"()+,*&@,14'"45"
,.)"Ukraine breadbasketB"-'"1'(1*)@,",.*)-,",4"
/9C9"'-,14'-7"+)@&*1,D9"!"?)71)>)"7)-()*+"+&@."-+"
Sen. Joe Manchin"-'("Gov. Ron DeSantis"
8-',",.)"?)+,"54*"<2)*1@-9"
"%.)*)54*)B"!"+&664*,",.)"122)(1-,)"*)24>-7"
45"E*)+1()',"F1()'"?D"initiating"-'"Emergency
Constitutional Convention"?D",.)"C,-,)+9"
!

Mail-to or Phone:
• White House Chief of Staff
1600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20500 –

• My Mayor ____________________________
Address __________________________________

Phone: (202) 456-1111 Recorded Comments
• My Governor ___________________
Address:__________________________
_________________________________

Also"!#!$%&&'()!(*&+,-./0!)1*!2*3*(,+!4*$*(5*!
6.)1!)1*!$551@)"45"G422)*@1-7"G4',*-@,+"
789:;!6.)1./!)1*!<=>=!?*&)=!'@!9(*,$%(A=!
!

Yes!BBBBBBBB!!!!!No!BBBBBBBB!
!

• U.S. House of Representatives

Washington, DC 20515 – Phone: (202) 224-3121
• U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510 - (202) 707–3000

Councilman: _______________________

Thank you,

_______________________
My Signature

INSTRUCTIONS: Copy, share, & mail-out this Petition-letter regularly until we prevail in these matters.
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• Download the above referenced documents at: The-Protect-America-Project.org & Prose-Litigants.org
(Remember the general rule: Gov’mt does not “do the right thing” unless prompted by “you” the people.)!
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